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Wealth 
Foundation

It involves finding ways to save 
even small sums of money as 
a platform for the future.

Stage 1

Planning
Planning anything 
involves a starting point.

Stage 3

Wealth 
Building

Having established a 
foundation, it’s time to 
start building. 
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Retirement 
Planning

The financial preview 
should end in a place of 
comfort and relaxation.

Your Financial Pathway. Where do you fit?

A WINNING FINANCE TEAM

The most awarded and recognised independent finance company in Western Australia

Meet Emily Coniglio,  
TAG Wealth Customer Service

Emily is the customer service guru of our TAG Wealth Team. Hers is the first friendly face you will see 
upon visiting our office (but certainly not the last!) and her top priority is to make your experience with us 
a positive one right from the start!

Emily enjoys the versatility of assisting across all aspects of the business, from taking your call, 
investigating any query that comes up, making sure things are progressing for you in a timely manner, 
brewing up some tea or coffee and absolutely anything in between! Emily looks forward to meeting you 
and contributing to a memorable working relationship with TAG.

Outside of the office you will find Emily at her community theatre group rehearsing or performing in 
musical plays. She has a passion for singing and loves to perform but says, no matter how much her 
family nag her, she will not be auditioning for The Voice!

Emily Coniglio
Customer Service

Contact Emily today!


